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The MAPb!"#SnxI3 (x=0 - 1) (MA=methylammonium) perovskite family comprises a 
range of ideal absorber bandgaps for single- and multijunction perovskite solar cells. 
Here, we use spectroscopic measurements to reveal a range of hitherto unknown 
fundamental properties of this materials family. Temperature-dependent transmission 
results show that the temperature of the tetragonal to orthorhombic structural 
transition decreases with increasing tin content. Through low temperature magneto-
spectroscopy, we show that the exciton binding energy is lower than 16 meV, 
revealing that the dominant photo-generated species at typical operational conditions 
of optoelectronic devices are free charges rather than excitons. The reduced mass 
increases approximately proportionally to the bandgap, and the mass values (0.075 - 




the broad bandgap range 1.2 - 2.4 eV. Our findings can be generalized to predict 





Hybrid organic inorganic perovskites have shown tremendous performance in 
photovoltaic devices and, recently, in a variety of other optoelectronic applications 
including light emitting diodes1,2, lasers3,4 and photodetectors5,6,  They possess 
remarkable properties including strong light absorption7,  tunable bandgaps8,9, long 
carrier diffusion lengths10,11, which are combined with easy and low-cost 
fabrication12,13, lending them to a large variety of device applications. HOIPs take 
the perovskite ABX3 crystal structure, where the A-site is typically occupied by a 
small organic cation such as Methylammonium (MA) or Formamidinium (FA), B is a 
divalent metal cation such as lead (Pb) or tin (Sn), and X is a  halide anion (Cl,  Br,  
I). The majority of work to date has utilized Pb-based perovskites in which the 
bandgap exceeds 1.5 eV. To reach the optimum power conversion efficiency (PCE) 
in a single junction, the bandgap of the active material has to be pushed down to 
1.3 eV14. Hence, developing perovskites with lower bandgaps is highly desirable for 
photovoltaic applications as well as for near-infrared light emitters and photo-
detectors. Importantly, perovskite-perovskite tandem solar cells, one of the most 
promising applications for perovskites, require a bottom cell with low bandgap (0.9-





Recently, Sn-based hybrid perovskites have been exploited to lower the bandgaps 
below 1.5 eV. The first optical measurements performed on MASnI3 perovskites 
showed bandgaps of ~1.3 eV combined with promising performance in PV devices, 
reaching power conversion efficiencies of 6%17,18. However, these pure tin 
perovskites are generally highly unstable due to a rapid self-doping through 
oxidation of Sn2+ to Sn4+; even despite PCEs more recently reaching 9%19, 
performances remain well below their Pb-based counterparts (23%)20,21. An 
alternative strategy to lower the bandgap is through partial substitution of the Pb by 
Sn, for example MAPb!"#SnxI3 (where x=0 – 1) 22–25. In this case, the bandgap does 
not monotonically decrease with increasing fraction of Sn (x) with a minimum at 
x=0.5-0.822–25. The origin of this bowing is still debated, with relativistic23,26 and 
steric effects23,27, or an energy mismatch between Pb and Sn orbitals28 being 
proposed as possible explanations; we note that such a bowing phenomenon is 
also seen in many other alloyed semiconductors29,30. The mixed lead-tin 
compositions are typically much more stable against self-oxidation processes than 
the pure tin counterparts, with optimal thermal and operational stability appearing 
for x<0.531,32. As a result of optimization of the fabrication methods and the 
compositions, the PCEs of Pb:Sn alloy perovskite-based solar cells have recently 
reached 17.8% for single junction33 and over 19% for tandem perovskite-perovskite 
configurations utilizing a Pb:Sn absorber layer as the bottom cell32. There are also 
promising reports of light emission from Pb-Sn-based perovskite emitters34,35. 
Although device performances are still far from their predicted limits (for example 
>30% PCE for tandem solar cells16), these reports demonstrate that the alloyed 
lead-tin materials are promising candidates for optoelectronic applications.  
Nevertheless, despite recent progress in device performance, the lead-tin 
perovskite alloys are still at an early stage of development. Important parameters 
critical for the design of a PV cell such as the exciton binding energy and dielectric 
constant, as well as the temperature evolution of the crystal structure and the 
presence of phase transitions, have not been yet experimentally studied in this 




for understanding the operation and efficiency limiting factors in these low bandgap 
materials, which will in turn drive further performance improvements. 
  
In this work,  we  present  a  comprehensive  study  of  optical  and  electronic  
properties of mixed lead-tin MAPb!"#SnxI3 hybrid perovskite thin films.  
Temperature-dependent absorption measurements provide clear evidence for a 
structural phase transition from tetragonal to orthorhombic in the temperature range 
~100-150 K, akin to those seen in other families of hybrid organic-inorganic 
compounds.  The phase transition temperature shifts towards lower values with an 
increasing tin to lead ratio. Using high-field magneto-spectroscopy, we directly 
determine the exciton binding energy (R*) and reduced mass (µ) of the mixed lead-
tin perovskite systems. We show that µ follows the band gap according to an 
empirical two-band model across the broad bandgap range 1.2 - 2.4 eV, a much 
wider range than derived previously36–38.  We also find that  the exciton binding  
energy  is  low  compared  to  the  thermal  energy  at  room  temperature, revealing 
that under solar illumination the dominant photo-generated species are free 
electrons and holes which can be easily collected at device electrodes without 
further complicated heterojunctions. Further, our data indicate that the substitution 
of Pb with lighter Sn ions increases the energy of octahedral phonon modes, 
reducing the effective dielectric constant. Our results reveal key physical 
parameters that are critical to an absolute understanding of the low bandgap mixed 
lead-tin perovskite semiconductors and their device implementation. 
 
We solution processed MAPb!"#SnxI3 (x=0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1) thin films on fused 
silica substrates using a hot casting recipe24 (see Methods for further details). 
Briefly, appropriate fractions of MAPbI3 and MASnI3 precursor components in N,N-
dimethylformamide (DMF) were combined to make precursor solutions with the 
desired fraction of Sn (x), and the solutions heated to 80 °C. The substrates were 
heated to 240 °C and loaded quickly onto the spin coater chuck, and the hot 




for 10 seconds, then the coated substrate immediately shifted to a hot plate for 
annealing at 100 °C for 10 min.  
Typical temperature dependent transmission spectra for the x=0, 0.4 and 0.8 
compositions are shown in Fig. 1 a, b and c, respectively, (see Fig. S1, Supporting 
Information, for the x=0.2, 0.6 and 1.0 compositions). Starting the experiment at low 
temperature (T = 4.2 K), we find that the spectra consist of a single absorption 
minimum. We attribute this minimum to the 1s excitonic absorption of the 
orthorhombic crystalline phase, the phase in which the octahedra of Pb and Sn 
halide perovskites equilibrate at low temperatures39,40. As we increase the 
temperature, we observe a blue shift of the 1s transition. In the range of 100-150 K, 
another absorption minimum appears at lower energy, which is followed by a 
vanishing of the high-energy transition. Heating further up to room temperature, the 








Figure 1.  Transmission spectra measured at different temperatures for (a) MAPbI3,   
(b) MAPb0.6Sn0.4I3   and (c) MAPb0.2Sn0.8I3 thin films, respectively. The points and 
dashed lines are a guide for the eye to follow the absorption minima. (d) Absorption 
energy as a function of temperature for MAPb!"#SnxI3 compounds.  (e) Phase 
transition temperature (TPT) as a function of 1s absorption energy. 
  
  
To further understand the temperature-dependent behavior, we plot the 
absorption energy for each composition as a function of temperature in Fig. 1(d) 
(see Fig. S2, Supporting Information, for other compositions).$ %&'())$ *+,$ ,-*.',$
*,/0,'1*2',$ '1-3,4$5,$ (6),'7,$ *+1*$ *+,$ 16)('0*.(-$ ,-,'38$ 91)&,'*1.-,:$ ;'(/$ *+,$
*'1-)/.)).(-$/.-./1<$:,&',1),)$5.*+$.-&',1).-3$;'1&*.(-$(;$=-$1&'())$*+,$'1-3,$>?>$$
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5.*+$ ,1'D.,'$ $ 5('E)$ $ (-$ $ F6G=-$ $ 0,'(7)E.*,)$ which  reported  bowing   in  the 




being the reported value for the films prepared with the hot-cast method used in this 
study24. In all studied compositions we also find an increase in the bandgap as we 
increase the temperature. Such phenomenon is typical for lead halide perovskites 
and we now report similar behavior for Pb-Sn analogues. Briefly, in metal halide 
perovskites the bandgap is significantly reduced by strong spin orbit coupling (SOC) 
resulting from the presence of the heavy B-site cation (Pb and/or Sn)41,42; as the 
interatomic distance increases with temperature, the weakening of the SOC splitting 
broadens the bandgap43,44.     
  
We also observe an abrupt bandgap drop in the intermediate temperature range 
(~100 - 150 K) for all Pb:Sn ratios. We  attribute  this  change  to  the  structural  
transition  from the  low-temperature  orthorhombic  phase  to  more  symmetric 
structures at higher temperature,  which has been observed for the lead halide 
perovskite37,39,45 and also in MASnI340,46. As shown in Fig. 1(e), the phase transition 
temperature (TPT) gradually decreases  as  we  increase the Sn content (x) from  
around  160  K  for  MAPbI3   (x=0.0) to  105  K  for  MASnI3 (x=1.0).  We explain this 
by considering that the average size of the BX6  octahedra reduces as smaller Sn  
replace  Pb  ions, allowing the straightening of B-X-B bonds at shorter lattice 
constants and, thus, lowering the temperature for structural transitions. This 
reasoning is in agreement with earlier studies of octahedral tilting in MAPb!"#SnxI3 
&(/0(2-:)$1*$ '((/$ *,/0,'1*2',4$ .?,?4$+.3+,'$=-$&(-*,-*$51)$ ;(2-:$ *($ ',:2&,$ *+,$
D1**.&,$:.)*('*.(-4$5+.&+$D,1:)$*($1$*'1-);('/1*.(-$;'(/$*,*'13(-1D$1*$D(5$=-$&(-*,-*)$
9#H><$*($I21).J&26.&$*'.3(-1D$)*'2&*2',$1*$'((/$*,/0,'1*2',$;('$x$H$>?K23. Finally, we 
find that the bandgap drop when moving through the phase transition (from low to 
high temperature), in which the structural symmetry increases47, is largest for x = 
0.4. It is possible that lattice contraction effects become most pronounced for an 
equal distribution of smaller (Sn)  and  larger  (Pb) octahedra, which was previously 
suggested to have an impact on the bandgap value23,27.   
 
We now perform magneto-transmission spectroscopy of thin films in the 
MAPb!"#SnxI3 series to directly determine the binding energy and reduced  mass of 
the exciton. In Fig. 2(a), we present typical transmission spectra for MAPb0.2Sn0.8I3, 




respectively, and Fig. S5 for absolute transmission scale).  At zero magnetic field, 
the spectrum is dominated by one pronounced minimum, centered at 1180 meV, 
which we attribute to the 1s excitonic state.  The energy of this minimum blue shifts 




Figure  2:   Low  temperature  (2 K)  magneto-transmission  spectra  for  a 
MAPb0.2Sn0.8I3 thin film. (a) Transmission spectra measured at the indicated 
magnetic field values. Transmission spectra in magnetic field divided by a zero field 
spectrum showing (b) the minima of 2s excitonic and (c) free-carrier  transitions.  
The points and dashed lines are a guide for the eye. 
  
  
 To reveal higher energy transitions, we plot differential transmission spectra 
obtained by dividing the transmission spectrum at B ≠ 0 T by the spectrum 
measured at zero magnetic field (in Fig. 2(b)). Such spectral ratios are dominated 
by a large differential feature, originating from the blue-shifted 1s state.  On  its  
high  energy  side,  a  very  weak  2s  minimum  appears at magnetic  fields  B H$L>$
C?$ M-$ *+,$ +.3+,'$ $ ,-,'38$ '1-3,$ $ 9N.3?$ O9&<<4$ $ ,I21DD8$ $ )01&,:$ 16)('0*.(-$ $/.-./1$$
100,1'$$&(-),&2*.7,D8$$1)$*+,$$/13-,*.&$$;.,D:$$.)$$;2'*+,'$.-&',1),:P$$*+,),$$/.-./1$





Next, we extract the energies ascertained from the absorption minima and plot 
them as ‘fan charts’ for the x=0.2, 0.6, 0.8 compositions in Figure 3. We 
subsequently analyze the magnetic  field  dependence  of  both  hydrogenic  and  
free  carrier transitions to extract the exciton binding energy and reduced mass36,37 
of the exciton for each sample. High-energy absorption, observed only at high 
magnetic field (>30 T), is related to the free carrier transition between Landau levels 
in the valence and the conduction bands. The energy of this transition is given by:   
                                      𝐸(𝐵) = 𝐸& + (𝑛 +
)
*
)ħ𝜔-        (1) 
  
  
where  Eg   is  the band  gap,  n  =  0, 1, 2, . . .  represents  the  Landau  orbital  
quantum  number in the  conduction  and  valence  bands,  ωc  = eB/µ is the 
cyclotron frequency and µ-1=me-1 + mh-1 is the exciton reduced mass (me,mh are the 
effective masses for electrons and holes4$ ',)0,&*.7,D8<?$N('$:.0(D,J1DD(5,:$(0*.&1D$
*'1-).*.(-)$ 9Rn  =  0), the only fitting parameter is the exciton reduced mass  µ, 
which provides a strong constraint to its value.  The results of the fit are given by 




Figure 3:  Energy Landau fan chart.  Excitonic transition and inter Landau level 
transition energies as  a  function  of  magnetic  field  at  2 K  for  (a)  




represent the results of the fit of hydrogen-like transitions. Blue lines indicate fitting 
results of the interband transition between Landau levels. 
  
Next, we consider low  energy  transitions  related  to the excitonic states,  which  is  
described  with  a  hydrogen-like model  in a magnetic field48.  This numerical model 
describes the magnetic field dependence of energies of free exciton states En,0(γ) 
with a dimensionless  parameter  γ=ħωc/2R*. Here, the effective Rydberg constant 
R*  = R0µ/m0εeff2 represents the exciton binding energy, where R0  denotes the  
atomic Rydberg  constant,  m0   is  the  free  electron  mass  and  εeff   is  the  relative  
dielectric  constant.  We fit En,0(γ) (dashed lines in Fig. 3)  using ħωc calculated from 
values of µ obtained in the previous step, hence R* remains as the only fitting 
parameter. However, similarly to our previous studies37,38, we find that the strongest 
constraint on the value of R* is provided by simultaneous observation of the 1s and 
higher excitonic transitions (particularly the 2s state, only observable once their 
oscillator strength has been enhanced by the magnetic field). This condition allows 
a precise determination of eigenenergies of an excitonic system in zero magnetic 
field given by: 
  𝐸. = 𝐸& −
0∗
.2
                 (2) 
   
where En   is  the  energy  of  nth   excitonic  level.  Thus, it is worth emphasizing that 
in our studies R* and μ are determined directly, without any assumption on the 
value of effective dielectric constant.  We note that collecting a sufficient number of 
data points to construct conclusive fan charts turns out to be more challenging in 
the case of Pb:Sn alloys than in the pure-Pb counterparts we investigated earlier36–
38. This originates from both intrinsic inhomogeneity and instability of Pb:Sn films, 
resulting in broadened and less resolved absorption minima. Therefore, we limit our 
report to three best characterized compositions, among which are low (x = 0.2), 
intermediate (x = 0.6) and high (x = 0.8) tin content, which allow us to draw 
conclusions. 
 
The  values  of  µ and  R*   obtained  for  the  three Pb:Sn compositions  are  
summarized in Table  1  and  plotted as a function of the bandgap in Figure 4, 




perovskites36–38. The exciton reduced mass µ (Fig. 4(a)) decreases as we increase 
the tin content, from (0.095 ± 0.010) m0 for x = 0.2 to (0.075 ± 0.010) m0 for x = 0.8, 
where m0 indicates the free electron mass. These results are in a good agreement 
with density functional theory (DFT) calculations for MAPb!"#SnxI3 compounds, 
which yield values of µ ranging from 0.07 m0 to 0.10 m041,49. We  observe  that  the  
reduced  mass  follows  the  band  gap, extending the trend we previously found for  
the larger bandgap  lead halide perovskites. We therefore can generalize the 
reduced mass versus bandgap dependence across a broad range of perovskite 
absorbers (~1.2 – 2.4 eV bandgap) using the empirical two-band k.p approach37,50.  











   
where  P  =  <ΨVB|px|ΨCB>  is  the  momentum  matrix  element  which  couples  the  
electronic states  in  the  conduction  and  valence  bands.  Finally,  2|P|2/m0   is the  
Kane  energy, a parameter defining the coupling of valence and conduction bands,  
which we find to be (8.7 ± 0.3)  eV  after  fitting  Eq.3  to  the  experimental  data  
covering the whole 1.2 – 2.4 eV bandgap range. Such result only slightly exceeds 
the theoretical predictions, suggesting the range from 5 to 7 eV41,51. As the effective 
mass of carriers is one of the parameters that determines charge transport 
properties in semiconductors, understanding how this quantity changes with varying 
chemical composition (i.e. bandgap) is essential for identifying the impact of alloying 
Pb:Sn on properties that govern optoelectronic device operation. The strong 
dependence on bandgap also suggests that we can controllably tune the effective 
mass through judicial changes in composition.  
 
 
Table 1:  The parameters of the fit of the energy fan chart for MAPb!"#SnxI3  
perovskites at T  = 2 K 
  
Compound        Eg  (meV) RS$$(meV)      µ (m0)           εeff 
MAPb0.8Sn0.2I3          1560        16 ± 3        0.100 ± 0.01  9.2 ± 1.5 




MAPb0.2Sn0.8I3              1195              16 ± 4       0.075 ± 0.01      8.0 ± 1.6                                                        
  
  
We show our experimental estimations for exciton binding energies R* in 
Fig. 4(b). We find R* is around 16 meV for all investigated compositions, which 
is comparable to values of R* in APbI3 perovskites we reported previously37,38. 
However, in this study of Pb:Sn alloys we assume that experimental errors for 
R* are larger by around a factor of three due to limited data points for higher 
excitonic transitions. While this uncertainty restricts us from concluding firmly 
that the expected R* (EG) linear trend is conserved, we still can provide firm 
upper bounds for the exciton binding energy; in the end the upper bound is the 
most important quantity for describing device operation. These low temperature 
values of  R*4$ $ 1D',1:8$ $ )/1DD,'$ $ *+1-$ $ *+,$/,1-$ $ *+,'/1D$ $ ,-,'38$ $ 1*$ $ '((/$$
*,/0,'1*2',$ $ 9H$ OT$ /,U<4$ $ 1',$ $ ,#0,&*,:$ $ *($ $ :'(0$ $ ;2'*+,'$ $ 1*$ $ +.3+,'$$
*,/0,'1*2',)$ 5+,-$ *+,$ $ :8-1/.&$ $ :.)(':,'$ $ .-$ $ *+,$ $ D1**.&,$ ,-+1-&,)$ *+,$
:.,D,&*'.&$ )&',,-.-3VO? We have experimentally demonstrated for hybrid lead 
iodides that at room temperature the value of R* is  reduced by at least 20% with 
respect to the low-temperature orthorhombic phase36,37,52. This strongly 
suggests that at the temperatures corresponding to the typical operational 
conditions of solar cells, the dominant photo-generated species in Pb:Sn mixed 
perovskites is free carriers, and such an ease of carrier separation clearly 
contributes to the excellent photovoltaic performance of these materials in 

































































Figure 4:  (a) Reduced mass, (b) binding energy and (c) dielectric constant as a 
function of the bandgap.  The results for MAPb!"#SnxI3  family (red dots) compared 
with results from our  previous  work  on  organo-lead  halides36,37   (blue  symbols)  
and  fully  inorganic  CsPbX3 compounds38  (orange stars). Dashed parabola in panel 
(c) is a guide for an eye, suggesting the evolution of the reduced mass for B-X 
optical phonon mode.  
  
 
Finally, having both R* and µ extracted independently, we back-calculate εeff, which 
we plot as function of the bandgap in Fig. 4(c). Our earlier studies of Pb-based 
perovskites have shown that at low temperatures, when the movement of A-site 
cations is effectively frozen, the dielectric constant is determined by the halide 
composition of the PbX6 octahedra38. In particular, we demonstrated that the εeff 




by theoretical calculations of the dielectric function in relation to the frequency of 
Pb-X stretching and Pb-X-Pb rocking modes, increasing for lighter halides53,54. The 
energy of optical phonon modes is inversely proportional to the reduced mass of 
the contributing atoms, therefore, one can expect that a substitution of either B or 
X site ion with a lighter counterpart reduces the value of εeff. While the 
experimental errors cannot be disregarded, our results for MAPb1−xSnxI3 family 
also suggest such a scenario, with the εeff obtained for MAPb0.2Sn0.8I3 falling 
around 20% below the maximum corresponding to “heavy” PbI6 octahedra. This 
motivates further studies, e.g. Raman spectroscopy55, to investigate if the 
hardening of the phonon modes upon increasing Sn content prevents the values of 
R* from following the bandgap decrease.  
In conclusion, we have studied the fundamental properties of the low bandgap 
MAPb!"#SnxI3  (x=0–1) perovskite family, revealing the temperature-dependent 
bandgap and phase transition behavior, as well as directly deriving key parameters 
including the exciton binding energy and effective mass. We find that increasing the 
content of Sn reduces the temperature of the phase transition from tetragonal to 
orthorhombic structure, from 162 K (x=0) to 105 K (x=1). We also reveal that an 
upper bound to the exciton binding energy is as low as 16 meV at low temperature 
for all compositions, which is similar to the values found in pure lead-based triiodide 
perovskites. However, the effective mass decreases from (0.095 ± 0.010)me  
(x=0.2) to (0.075 ± 0.010)me (x=0.8) with increasing Sn content, which follows the 
bandgap dependence seen previously for other lead halide perovskites. We 
therefore extend this model now to cover the wide bandgap range 1.2 – 2.4 eV. We 
conclude that although adding increasing fractions of Sn substantially changes the 




relevant to solar cell operation from those in their lead-only counterparts. In fact, the 
empirical bandgap dependence allows us to estimate these parameters from the 
bandgap alone, providing device design guidelines for new 3D perovskite materials 
with different bandgaps that will inevitably be generated. Therefore, we expect that 
there is no fundamental limitation to the mixed Pb/Sn perovskites from performing 
as well or even better than their lead-only analogues in optoelectronic devices. 
 
Experimental Methods  
 
Perovskite precursor solutions were synthesized by dissolving lead iodide (PbI2) or 
tin iodide (SnI2) and methylammonium chloride (MACl) in a 1:1 molar stoichiometric 
ratio in N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) to obtain 0.15 M solutions. The mixture 
perovskite precursors were prepared by mixing the corresponding ratio of pure lead 
and tin perovskite precursor solutions. 
Fused silica substrates were cleaned using ultrasonication in acetone and 
isopropanol for 15 min, respectively, after which the cleaned substrates were 
treated under oxygen plasma for 10 min. The perovskite thin-films were prepared in 
nitrogen filled glovebox adopting elevated temperature processing method24. 
Precursor solutions and substrates were heated at 80 ˚C and 240 ˚C, respectively, 
and then precursor solutions were spin-coated on substrates taken from hotplate at 
4000 for 10 s followed by annealing for 10 min at 100 ˚C. 
 
All optical measurements have been performed in LNCMI Toulouse.  Magneto 
transmission spectra have been acquired using the long pulse magnetic field 
technique for magnetic fields up to 68 T and typical pulse duration of  100 ms. 
For the measurements, the sample was placed in a liquid helium/ exchange gas 
variable temperature insert, providing the temperature range from below 2 K up to 
300 K. A halogen lamp was used as the white light source.  The light emitted from 
the lamp was coupled in a  200 µm  diameter  multimode  fiber,  used  to  illuminate  
the  sample.  The transmitted  light was  coupled  in  a  400 µm  diameter  
multimode  fiber  and  guided  to a spectrometer  equipped with a liquid nitrogen 




that the transmission spectra were acquired at an essentially constant magnetic 
field value. Due to their limited stability in air at room temperature, the samples were 
manipulated in atmospheric  conditions  for  less  than  4  minutes,  reducing  the  
decomposition  rate  to the minimum. 
 
Supporting information. Temperature-dependent transmission spectra for 
MAPb0.2Sn0.8I3, MAPb0.4Sn0.6I3 and MAPbSnI3. 1s transition energies as a function of 
temperature for all investigated MAPb1−xSnxI3  compounds. Magneto-transmission 
spectra for MAPb0.2Sn0.8I3, and MAPb0.4Sn0.6I3. 
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